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SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Introduction
The town of Blacksburg is a thriving educational and technology hub located in southwestern Virginia,
approximately three hours west of Richmond in Montgomery County. With the presence of sites such
as Blacksburg Industrial Park, VT Corporate Research Center (CRC), and the Edward Via School of
Osteopathic Medicine, Blacksburg has one of the best educated workforces in the country. Blacksburg
is also heavily impacted both economically and demographically by the presence of Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University (Virginia Tech). It is this demographic that represents the majority of
Blacksburg Transit’s (BT) ridership. Due to this statistic, the highest level of bus ridership is seen along
routes within the Town of Blacksburg and speciﬁcally linking University, student housing, and heavy
retail destinations (such as Main Street). Routes linking university centers such as main campus, the
Math Emporium, and VT Corporate Research Center (CRC) are also heavily utilized. In addition,
Blacksburg Transit operates routes that serve the town of Christiansburg and a limited number of
surrounding unincorporated communities to support bus transit of commuter passengers.
BT4U is a passenger information system that utilizes real-time on-board data collection and dispatching
systems to predict bus departure times. The goal of the program is to take the wealth of information
collected by the Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) program and deliver it to the customer in an
accurate, easy to use, reliable manner.
The BT4U system in place today has been built upon on-board data collection and dispatching systems
developed and deployed nearly seven years ago. These systems were initially branded as BTRIP
(Blacksburg Transit Ridership Information Program). Since then, BT4U has grown organically to respond
to the changing needs of riders and stakeholders as well as emerging technologies. Today, BT4U is a
leader among transit passenger information systems as it continues to develop and fuel
groundbreaking research.
This System Development section summarizes how the BT4U system has been developed over the years
and describes the current functionality of the system. Figure 1 below provides a timeline cataloging the
important events that have shaped the development of the BT4U program.

FIGURE 1
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History of BT4U
The BT4U system in place today has been built upon on-board data collection and dispatching systems
developed and deployed in January 2007, more than seven years ago. These systems were initially
branded as BTRIP. At the time of its inception, the BTRIP system did not include operational or realtime data but rather, provided customers with static schedule and route information. In the summer of
2007, BT began collecting real-time bus information by utilizing several key Intelligent Transportation
System (ITS) components:
§
§
§
§

Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD)
Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL)
Automatic Passenger Counter (APC)
Passenger Payment Information

These ITS components were tied together with software named Streets. Streets was developed by
Mentor, a technology company that has recently been procured by the Trapeze Group. These ITS
components are the fundamental building blocks of BT’s passenger information system.
Following deployment of Streets, much of the data was processed internally for operations analysis,
rather than being disseminated to the public. Nearly two years later in the fall of 2009, BT received a
request from the ridership to begin providing bus data electronically. Speciﬁcally, the Student
Government Association (SGA) requested that an automated tweet be generated every time a bus
leaves a stop within the system. This level of data and information dissemination was not practical with
such a large number of stops. However, BT did begin to test tweeting capacity information internally.
While the tests were successful, the underlying passenger counting technology and bus-to-central
communications were not robust enough to provide accurate and reliable data to the riders. The
resulting counts would not always be accurate and the tweets would be transmitted late when
communications were poor. As is the case with most passenger information systems, provision of
accurate and reliable data is one of the most important system goals. Poor information will inevitably
result in loss of trust by the ridership.
In late 2009, a group of computer science students at Virginia Tech began building a texting engine that
would be known as the VT Bus Tracker. The systems goal was to provide a user equipped with a mobile
phone with the ability to obtain a list of currently running routes and receive an up to date snapshot of
any speciﬁc route. The texting component of the VT Bus Tracker was launched in August 2010.
Alongside the texting component, the students also began to develop a mobile application that had the
capability of predicting bus arrival times. Their mobile application launched in December 2010, shortly
after the texting engine. However, both applications experienced accuracy issues that kept them from
being utilized to their full potential.
While the VT Bus Tracker program was being developed, BT continued internal system development by
building a real-time bus data feed based oﬀ the General Transit Feed Speciﬁcation (GTFS) standard. The
GTFS standard was developed by Google, Inc. as an open source method of sharing transit information.
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BT also expanded their server system at this time to provide adequate data processing capabilities as
required for bus arrival prediction and data storage. For development of the bus arrival estimation
engine, the BT team entertained use of a system previously developed, called MARTHA. MARTHA
stands for Multi-User Application of a Real-Time Harmonic Algorithm, and was previously developed in
Arlington, Virginia. BT used the algorithm as a base for development of their prediction engine.
However, legal technicalities prevented sharing of the software code, so BT began development of their
own software component. By the time BT had been granted permission to use MARTHA’s software
code, they had already developed their own software system.
BT now had a real-time bus data feed in the GTFS format that could be used by internal BT systems and
accessed by 3rd parties for data sharing. This event marked a signiﬁcant milestone in the history of
BT4U. The foundation for their future passenger information systems was in place:
·
·

On-board data collection systems
Backend software capable of predicting bus arrival times and providing data in a standard
format to multiple parties
Development of these foundational systems provided a baseline for provision of
information to passengers. In February 2011, BT launched its rebranded passenger
information system, BT4U. At launch the BT4U program had a texting component and a
mobile website (BT4U Classic), which was BT’s ﬁrst attempt at responsive design for
cell phones. During the spring launch BT4U only supported two routes, but once the
testing phase was over, the remaining routes were quickly incorporated.

To avoid isolating non-smartphone users and remain equitable, BT purchased and implemented an
Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system in August of 2011 to distribute route information and bus
departure times over the phone. Surprisingly, the development of the IVR system was more costly and
schedule intense than any of the BT4U system components. Along with the high costs, the integration
of the IVR system proved diﬃcult to maintain due to the inability of the system to read data from a
dynamic database. This requires that all routes and schedules be pre-loaded into IVR static tables every
night.
After the ﬁrst three components of BT4U were in place (texting engine, BT4U classic website, IVR) BT
received a request to place LED signs at stops to display pertinent passenger information. In June 2012
BT began a limited deployment of LED signs. The deployment proved to be diﬃcult as maintenance
resources and funding needs were larger than expected. The trial period for these signs revealed that
LED signs require a level of maintenance that BT is unable to provide at the current time. In addition,
wide-spread deployment of LED signs at bus stops would require intense utility coordination and
construction to provide a power source for each of the signs.
In May 2013 BT added a new component to their website, BT4U Live Map. The live
map enabled customers to interact with BT4U in a very intuitive way. When users
went to bt4u.org, clicked on the live map option, and selected their route they were
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able to view that route on a map with clickable icons at each stop. The user could then click on a stop
and receive the next three arrival times. Alternatively, if the user knew the stop number but not the
route there is an option to select by stop number as well.
While the mobile-friendly website components (BT4U Classic and LiveMap) are still being
used, the number of customers using smartphones led to increased interest in
development of a mobile application. This component of the BT4U system would provide
a better experience for those using smartphones to get bus information. BT received
funding through the Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA) Transit Investments for
Greenhouse Gas & Energy Reduction (TIGGER) grant in April of 2013 to research and develop a system
that dynamically modiﬁes bus schedules and routes through the use of real-time demand data. Research
of possible real-time demand data sources led the project team to deploy a mobile application. While
the team’s primary goal with the mobile application was to collect passenger data, the application was
built to provide passenger information as the value to users. Both an IOS and Android application were
developed and eventually released in April 2014. The mobile application provided many new features to
trip planning. Below is a current list of features that the application provides:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Plan your trip from start to ﬁnish using BT buses
Find real-time bus, route, stop information
Go now, or select a future departure/arrival time
Detailed step-by-step instructions and maps for each part of a
journey
Save favorite trips for repeated use
Many local destinations, including restaurants and retailers are preloaded for easy trip planning
Handy “Go home” feature
Contact BT from the app
Visitor information
BT4U Android
Home Screen
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BT4U Today
As outlined in the previous section, the BT4U system currently provides customers with multiple
information sources:
§
§
§
§
§
§

BT4U Texting Engine
BT4U Classic
BT4U Live Map
IVR System
BT4U Mobile Application
BT4U Pilot LED Sign

FIGURE 2

Each of these sources provides passenger information based on static and dynamic bus data generated
by the BT4U backend server. Figure 2 provides a high level overview of the communication within the
BT4U system.
In order to provide accurate and timely passenger information, the system builds a table with a
prediction for every stop departure on every route, every night, using historical route and schedule
data. When a request is made by a customer, the system looks up the predicted stop departure based
on the historical data. The system will then look at the real time route and schedule data and correct the
prediction if necessary. This information is then sent to the customers preferred information source.
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SYSTEM VALUE
Introduction
As an institution, Blacksburg Transit’s four main priorities are Safety, Courtesy, Reliability, and the
Environment. Blacksburg Transit conveys these priorities to the public primarily in two ways: through
day-to-day provision of quality bus service and through their BT4U passenger information system. In a
world where electronics and connected devices are ever more a part of people’s lives, BT4U has
become the face of Blacksburg Transit. BT4U has proved to be a valuable asset to its customers by
making reliable information readily available to passengers.

Community Value
The Blacksburg Transit system is the primary transportation mode for moving students on and oﬀ
campus at Virginia Tech. Increases in transit ridership also reduces the occurrence of vehicular
circulation on campus, thus providing a safer environment for pedestrians and reducing greenhouse gas
emissions. BT continues to complement high density student housing which is expected to grow in the
future.
The presence of a large university provides a
large inﬂux of new residents every six months
to a year. Similarly, a large number of residents
move out of Blacksburg as the students
graduate and move on to careers elsewhere.
Blacksburg Transit’s proactive bus system
provides tremendous value to the transit
community as the next generation of transit
users is trained on how to eﬀectively and
eﬃciently use mass transit. By reliably
providing up to three departure times for a
given stop, BT4U gives riders the ability to
FIGURE 3 - VT BUS STOP
make conﬁdent and informed decisions while
using Blacksburg Transit. According to the
campus traﬃc survey conducted in April 2014 by the Virginia Tech Center for Survey Research, 91% of
campus riders are at least somewhat satisﬁed with the current local bus service (Figure 4). This high
satisfaction rate highlights Blacksburg Transit’s commitment to care for its customers.
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FIGURE 4

While the university does account for a large portion of the ridership, Blacksburg Transit serves the
entire community by providing transportation to and from places of employment, residential
communities, downtown Blacksburg, and special community events. The BT4U program oﬀers many
avenues by which its passengers can receive reliable bus information and this diversity in passenger
information works to reach a higher percentage of the population through their preferred information
source. While the majority of riders possess smartphones, there are other methods in place such as
text, IVR, and signage to ensure that non-smartphone users can get information quickly and reliably.
The diverse availability of passenger information is highly valued by the community.

Stakeholder Value
The Town of Blacksburg prides itself on being a special
place to live, work, and visit. Stakeholders in the BT4U
system place high value on the reliability of the data that the
system produces. Distribution of accurate passenger
information allows BT to provide service in a manner that is
very reliable. Many residents rely heavily on Blacksburg
Transit to provide transportation to special community
activities such as concerts, shopping centers, education,
employment, and Town Council meetings. Blacksburg
FIGURE 5 - DOWNTOWN BLACKSBURG
Transit is also able to alleviate some of the crowded parking
downtown and on Virginia Tech campus by providing multiple
routes that pass through the area. Like many other University Campuses, Virginia Tech is experiencing
increasingly higher costs for addition of parking spaces. The University is using a multi-modal strategy,
involving BT to maintain or reduce the number of on-campus parking spaces.
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Because the Town of Blacksburg strives to be a green, environmentally conscious community, it is no
surprise that the primary stakeholders in Blacksburg Transit see great value in a passenger information
system that encourages use of public transportation, reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and fuel
usage reduction. Results from the Campus Traﬃc Survey show that nearly 65% of respondents indicated
they would be willing to wait for a bus if it meant reducing greenhouse gas emissions. This large
percentage shows that not only is the Town interested in making environmentally conscious decisions,
but passengers of Blacksburg Transit are as well.
In addition to its environmental beneﬁts, having a reliable,
easy to use public transit system in place has an economic
impact as well. Routes serving business parks such as the
Corporate Research Center provide an extra incentive for
companies considering the area as they are able to provide
employees with alternative methods of transportation.
Service to major employment hubs such as the hospital, Dish
Network and Rackspace support the growing business
community in Blacksburg.

FIGURE 6 - CORPORATE RESEARCH

CENTER
BT4U is also an excellent tool for visitors to utilize as well. Because
of its ease of use and diverse suite of components, BT4U is an ideal system for improving the mobility of
visitors.

BT4U Usage Statistics
In today’s world, smartphones have become the primary platform for interaction and communication.
In the Campus Traﬃc Survey it was found that over three-fourths (77%) of the faculty, staﬀ, and
students owned a smartphone. Since a large number of Blacksburg Transit’s demographic owns a
smartphone, the BT4U mobile application provides smartphone users with a convenient method to
obtain bus information. In April 2014, both the iOS and Android mobile applications were released in
iTunes and the Play Store respectively. In the following four months, a total of 5,581 users downloaded
the application across both iOS and Android with the iOS downloads accounting for 4,697 (84%) of total
downloads. The month of August has accounted for nearly 66% of total downloads (iOS and Android).
The timing of this dramatic increase corresponds directly to the marketing eﬀorts deployed on campus
as students arrived for the fall semester.
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PEER REVIEW
Introduction
Blacksburg Transit is responsible for keeping BT4U in a state of good repair and therefore current with
the latest oﬀerings in the transit technology industry. BT must be responsive to adapt its features to the
needs of its passengers. In order to cast a vision for future BT4U developments, Kimley-Horn has
conducted nationwide research of similarly innovative passenger information systems. A wash list of
eight transit systems was developed from preliminary online research, and then narrowed down to
three systems of interest that were studied in greater detail.

Wash List
TransLōc: TransLōc is a transit information system employed by 85 universities and municipalities,
including Harvard University and Capital Area Transit in Raleigh, North Carolina. With a user-friendly
mobile application and website, TransLōc communicates information to riders including routes,
schedules, arrival times, and real-time locations of buses based on GPS data. The TransLōc website is
similar to the BT4U Live Map; it includes links to current scheduling information and live bus animation.
TransLōc has also worked to develop some large interactive displays that are deployed in NCSU’s library
for example, which show current bus locations and schedules. A similar display in commercial centers,
the multi-modal center, or other high ridership locations may be advantageous to Blacksburg Transit in
the future.
TriMet: The TriMet transit system is a real-time arrival information system in Portland, Oregon. Like
TransLōc and the BT4U Live Map, the TriMet Trip Planner site contains current GPS-based bus data by
route, using scheduled arrival data as a backup for lapses in live data collection. The additional Plan a
Trip feature allows riders to predict travel times for a multimodal trip for a given day and time, with
options like selecting the route with the fewest transfers or limiting the search criteria to include a
maximum walking distance. The TriMet system also supports mobile ticketing so that riders can
conveniently pay fares using their smartphones.
HoosWhere Transit Visualization System: The University Transit System at the University of Virginia has
partnered with TransLōc to create the HoosWhere Transit Visualization System with a live bus map and
bus arrival predictions by route. This system does not deviate signiﬁcantly from the aforementioned
TransLōc system and the current BT4U Live Map but provides an example of a system in the similar
setting of a nearby college town.
Muni Transit: With the help of Sky Highways, Inc., the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
(SFMTA) created the free Muni+ App to provide transportation information to commuters in the San
Francisco Bay Area. The application for iPhone and Android smartphones contains live Muni bus location
information, current schedule and fare information, complete maps of the transit system and bike
routes, and a Twitter feed. Through the application or the 511 website, riders can also access a
multimodal trip planning feature with options like fastest trip, lowest fare, fewest transfers, or less
walking. On the live map, live interactive bus stop icons display a countdown to the next anticipated bus
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arrival. Additionally the SFMTA has developed a free SFpark app and a regional phone system for drivers
to access up-to-date parking information including pricing, regulations, and garage availability.
OneBusAway: Applied to the Seattle bus system, OneBusAway is an ongoing public transportation
research study that began at the University of Washington and currently continues at Georgia Tech. The
portion of OneBusAway in current operation is advertised as a transit traveler information system and
provides web, phone, SMS, and mobile device interfaces to residents and tourists in the Puget Sound
area. Recent topics of study include data accuracy and eﬀects of the information system on ridership.
UD Shuttle: In addition to a Live Map online that utilizes the Google Maps interface, the UD Shuttle
transit information system at the University of Delaware oﬀers daily text message alerts to inform riders
of estimated bus arrival times. To boost the overall eﬃciency of its transportation systems, the
university aims to improve the walkability of its campus and has set up other web services like the
Rideboard section of UD classiﬁeds to help students coordinate rides for out-of-town trips. The UD
Shuttle Twitter feed (@GetAroundUD) oﬀers students parking and transportation updates to allow
them to adjust their travel plans for delays or changes in service to further enhance the system’s
functionality.
Tiramisu App: Carnegie Mellon has implemented a free mobile application known as Tiramisu that
informs riders of the estimated arrival times of the nearest buses. The application also uses
crowdsourcing information to let riders know if there is remaining room on the approaching buses,
including space for riders with wheelchairs. The system has been praised for having features that
beneﬁt all students rather than singling out those with disabilities. Critics have also pointed out that
transit tracking systems beneﬁt local businesses because students know from the application if they
have time to duck into a store before the bus arrives.
See Say: The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) collaborated with the company
ELERTS to develop the See Say smartphone app, making the MBTA the ﬁrst transit authority to come
out with an application as a part of the “If you see something, say something” safety campaign. The
application enables riders to easily report suspicious activity on the transit system with pictures and
texts. Riders can remain anonymous, and the application has a feature that automatically turns the
phone’s camera ﬂash oﬀ. The system also provides for two-way communication with the Transit
Dispatcher to communicate further details, and the application issues safety alerts to travelers.
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Wash List Comparison Table

Peer Agency

Location

System
Demographics

Physical
Attributes

Other Attributes

TransLōc
Transit
Visualization

NC State
University,
Harvard, Yale,
Capital Area
Transit, etc.

Students,
residents

Corresponds
to local bus
routes

Live Map with bus animation by route, using
automatic vehicle location (AVL) system and
Google Maps

TriMet

Portland, OR

Residents,
commuters,
tourists

Corresponds
to regular city
bus route

Real-time arrival bus information system; AVL
system to track buses and rail; mobile
ticketing; interactive system map

HoosWhere
Transit
Visualization

University of
Virginia,
Charlottesville,
VA

Students

Corresponds
to regular
campus bus
route

User interface that employs TransLōc
visualization and oﬀers bus arrival predictions
for students

Muni Transit

San Francisco
Bay Area

Bay area
commuters

Corresponds
to regular city
bus route

Muni+ App for iPhone and Android
smartphones with transit updates and
schedule information

OneBusAway

Seattle, WA

Seattle
residents,
commuters, and
tourists

Corresponds
to regular city
bus route

Ongoing public transportation research
project; current mobile device interfaces that
provide Seattle bus riders with real-time
transit information

UD Shuttle

University of
Delaware,
Newark, DE

Students

Corresponds
to regular
campus bus
route

Daily text message alerts to remind riders of
bus arrivals, online live bus map using Google
maps

Tiramisu App

Carnegie Mellon
University,
Pittsburgh, PA

Students

Corresponds
to regular
campus bus
route

Tiramisu app that informs students of arrival
times and occupancy of nearest buses and
whether there is space for a wheelchair.

See Say, by
MBTA and
ELERTS

Massachusetts
Bay Area

Local residents
and commuters

Corresponds
to regular city
bus route

See Say app that enables riders to report
suspicious activity to the Transit Police with
anonymous pictures and texts.
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Detailed Peer Review
In order to stay ahead of the technology curve for passenger information systems, Blacksburg Transit
has evaluated peer agencies around the country for new ideas and best practices. From the Wash List in
the previous section, BT has chosen three of the peer agencies for further study.
UD Shuttle
Like most of the transit information systems from the Wash List, UD Shuttle at the University of
Delaware provides riders with a live map displaying bus locations and arrival times. The Google Maps
interface and Syncromatics software are used for the live map.
What distinguishes UD Shuttle, however, is the daily text message alert feature. If a rider is in the habit
of using the North South Express to travel to class every morning, they can opt to receive a text
message every morning at a
certain time with estimated
arrival times for the North
South Express buses that day
at his nearest stop. Once they
subscribe to this service, the
rider
will
also
receive
notiﬁcations
of
service
interruptions or deviations. By
relaying announcements in a
basic text message format, the
information
system
is
equitable rather than tailored
exclusively to smartphone users.
Smartphone users do beneﬁt from the option to use the mobile site to access the live map and look up
stop numbers. The mobile site and the classic website include a quick arrival time lookup feature by
route and stop if the rider does not need to load and view the live map.
UD Shuttle also supports an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system, so that riders can access
upcoming arrival times by calling an information system number from any phone. Frequent IVR users
can save time by opting to have their cell phone numbers associated with particular bus stops, rather
than navigating the phone menu for every call. In order to communicate with the UD student body
about special events or changes in the bus schedule, UD Shuttle manages a Twitter feed. Students can
follow @GetAroundUD to for easy access to parking and transportation updates.
BT4U already meets or exceeds many of the capabilities the UD Shuttle system oﬀers; however there
are unique features worth considering. A study of the use of these passenger information
communication methods on a college campus is pertinent to the BT4U Roadmap because the
demographics of the campuses and the resulting transit needs of the ridership bear a certain similarity.
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BT4U would beneﬁt from communication and idea sharing with UD Shuttle about their progress with
each component of their passenger information systems. For example, the choice to continue to
provide IVR is a major topic of discussion for Blacksburg Transit and they have often questioned its cost
eﬀectiveness and value to riders. The ability to sign-up to receive text messages automatically would
also seem to be a feature upgrade for BT4U texting.
Tiramisu
Tiramisu is a mobile application that was developed in 2011 by the Rehabilitation Engineering Research
Center on Accessible Public Transportation (RERC-APT) with the support of a Carnegie Mellon University
program known as Traﬃc21, and grants from the US Department of Transportation. The mobile
application was ﬁrst put to use in Pittsburgh but has since grown to also include a portion of New York
City.
When riders access the mobile application, they can choose between the live map display and a list view
of estimated arrival times by route or by stop. Using a Google Transit electronic schedule ﬁle provided
by the applicable local transit agency, the map gives users not only arrival time estimates, but also bus
fullness information. The live map is color coordinated with blue bus icons to represent buses with seats
still available and red icons to indicate full buses. The fullness information is a great asset for individual
trip planning because the estimated arrival time of the next bus is of course only helpful to the rider if
there is available room on board. Riders can also boost the accuracy of the Tiramisu database in real
time by rating the fullness of a bus as they ride.
Tiramisu is structured to rely partially on the GPS data
provided by application users recording their trips on
their smartphones as they travel. Tiramisu also allows
riders to submit reports of poor transit data or
recommendations for improved functionality,
including photos of their trip experiences if desired.
The reports are available with timestamps on the
Tiramisu Transit website. These methods of data
collection are a clear indication of the crowd sourcing
mentality behind this sort of passenger information
system. In fact, Tiramisu calls itself “a crowd-powered
transit information system.”
The Tiramisu mobile application takes information equity to a whole new level in several ways. The
iPhone version of the application is fully VoiceOver enabled for convenient usage by blind riders.
Development is still in progress for compatibility with TalkBack on Android smartphones. Furthermore,
the fullness information identiﬁes whether or not there is remaining room on the next bus for a
passenger with a wheelchair.
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Tiramisu provides an excellent model for BT4U in terms of welcoming and facilitating rider feedback.
Features like the ability for riders to submit comments when an arrival time is inaccurate or when a
feature could be improved may possibly allow more rapid problem solving and support quicker
adaptation to rider needs. The features supporting ease of use by handicapped and blind passengers
may also be candidates for future mobile application upgrades.
TransLōc Transit Visualization
TransLōc began ten years ago as a response to the lack of innovative technology in the ﬁeld of mass
transit, and it operates today within the ﬁeld of passenger information systems. The company’s mission
is “to take mass transit from last resort for some, to ﬁrst choice for all.” TransLōc has been
implemented by 85 agencies and institutions around the country and is characterized by user-friendly
graphic interfaces and communication of estimated bus arrival times.
TransLōc is best known for its interactive live transit maps that can be accessed on bus tracking map
websites, like the University of Florida Gator Locator, Yale Transit, or the University of Alabama’s
CrimsonRide page. These websites are built for convenient desktop and mobile access. At some partner
institutions like North Carolina State University, TransLōc
has developed a large interactive display to show current
bus locations and schedules. NCSU chose to place the
display for its Wolﬂine bus transit service at the library,
but other equivalent high-traﬃc centers like shopping
malls or airports would be natural locations for displays in
other contexts.
TransLōc Real Time is an additional new product from
TransLōc that provides its customer transit agencies with
mobile applications, SMS text messaging, a mobile
website, and an Open API (Application Programming Interface) for the integration of connected webbased applications. The breadth of these services shows an aﬃnity with the mission of BT4U to support
information equity for bus arrival times rather than excluding riders without smartphones. A key
behind-the-scenes feature of Real Time is the production of reports that display how often riders access
transit information and through which media. These
visual and numerical representations of the trends in
data access help transit agencies to tailor their services
to the preferences of their riders. The Santa Clara Valley
Transportation Authority in San Jose, California, has
implemented TransLōc Real Time.
HoosWhere, another candidate from the Wash List,
belongs in a discussion of TransLōc because it is an
example of the implementation of TransLōc in a similar
setting to Blacksburg: the neighboring college town of
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Charlottesville, Virginia. The University of Virginia Transit System provides a link on its website to allow
students to download the mobile app for iPhone, Android, or Blackberry. If riders do not know the full
name of their stop or the corresponding stop number, they can search by entering a key word into the
search bar on the screen. Rather than displaying the estimated arrival time of the next bus only, clicking
on a stop shows the next two arrival times to give riders greater ﬂexibility to plan their trips.
Triangle Transit in the Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill area of North Carolina has used TransLōc technology
to create a comprehensive transit map of the area that includes Capital Area Transit, Cary Transit,
Chapel Hill Transit, Duke University, Durham Area Transit Authority, NC State University Wolﬂine, and
Triangle Transit. Riders can use the GoTriangle website to display routes and real time bus locations for
various regional transit systems
simultaneously. In the image
shown here, routes from Cary
Transit, Capital Area Transit, and
Triangle Transit are shown so
that the interactions of the three
distinct systems are clearly
visible. Most importantly, this
website provides trip planning
between the seven transit
systems operating in this region.
This level of integration with
regional partners is very
impressive.
BT4U currently provides many services and features that are similar to TransLōc, however the addition
of digital map displays in strategic locations like the one at NCSU (pictured above) would enhance
awareness of the system and availability of data among Virginia Tech students and other Blacksburg
residents. See the Future Growth section of the Roadmap for further recommendations for the
implementation of a digital display.
In addition, the advanced graphical display of TransLōc with bus icons that appear to be in nearconstant motion is easier for the user to understand at a quick glance than the thirty-second updates
used by the BT4U LiveMap. BT is also working with partners in their region regarding integrated trip
planning within their current mobile application. Although the region is not as integrated as the triangle,
coordination with Radford, Christiansburg, and Roanoke is important for passengers in the area. The
integration of this application with multiple operators is impressive and worth investigating.
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BT4U ROADMAP
Introduction
BT4U’s mission is to provide its customers with a convenient, reliable method to obtain real-time
passenger information so that they are able to make conﬁdent decisions when using Blacksburg Transit.
The BT4U program uses the wealth of information collected by the Intelligent Transportation System
(ITS) program and delivers it to the customer in an accurate, easy to use, reliable manner. With this goal
in mind, it is imperative that Blacksburg Transit develops a strategic roadmap for further development
of the BT4U program. The program will continue to grow and change as technological advancements,
popular culture and the local environment inﬂuence customer preference for passenger information.
The BT4U Program Roadmap provides strategies that will help BT4U continue to provide exemplary
transit service and remain a leader among transit passenger information systems. The roadmap
presents a multi-faceted approach for:
·
·
·

·

Program Legacy: Deﬁning the program and enabling staﬀ transition through prioritization of
internal knowledge transfer.
BT4U Brand: Providing a strategy for assessing and communicating a consistent brand to
customers.
Growth Strategies: Developing medium and high growth strategies. The medium growth plan
outlines existing components BT4U can improve upon as well as new features that can be
added while maintaining a minimal to moderate level of funding. The high growth plan includes
some achievable but ambitious goals that can be pursued as additional funding becomes
available. The proposed medium and high growth strategies will aid the program in growing
both eﬃciently and responsively.
Funding Sources: Exploring various avenues of funding for program maintenance and growth.

Program Legacy
Blacksburg Transit continues to implement a strategic vision for BT4U to enable riders to travel with
conﬁdence using the BT bus system. As described previously in the System Development section of this
document, BT4U has grown organically over the years to meet the needs of its ridership and to
incorporate new transit technologies. After exploring several avenues of system development and
reﬁning the objectives of the program, the team can move forward with several goals in mind to
support the sustainability of BT4U. The overall objective for BT4U is to “make riding the bus, more
convenient”.
BT4U is currently championed by a team of individuals who are acquainted with its development and
who believe in its continued success. Now that the history of the BT4U program has been documented
and its future growth projected, BT plans to engage in internal knowledge transfer and institutionalize
BT4U into the organizational culture to support longevity of the program. Documentation of the
current communications, software, and database systems is paramount to preserving the long-term
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vitality of the system. The ability of BT to hire and retain talented new members on the team will also
spur the next generation of BT4U development. The program has beneﬁted greatly from the
multidisciplinary collaboration with VTTI, Virginia Tech students, and external consultation. It is of top
priority that all team members share the same strategic vision.
BT also desires to share its culture and fervor for public service through technology excellence with
other departments within the Town and partners in the community. Multiple opportunities are available
for BT to collaborate with Engineering, Police, Public Works, Technology, Fire, Rescue, VTTI and others
in an eﬀort to improve the public safety and mobility of the residents in Blacksburg. Additionally, much
of the knowledge gained by BT will be valuable to transit agencies across the state and country. BT
makes it their mission to develop applications and programs in a manner than can be re-used by others.
Documentation will serve to improve information sharing.
As BT strategizes it’s ITS program, it will be important to understand and consider crowd-sourcing. New
mobile applications such as Uber and Waze are taking advantage of the traveling public’s willingness to
actively play a role in improving transportation choices.
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) are working
with multiple research institutions to deﬁne and implement connected vehicle technology to support
more seamless operations in multi-mode transportation. BT will need to monitor and understand the
connected vehicle discussion to determine how best to utilize and engage in this technology to better
transit operations and user experience. Blacksburg is the ideal community for connected vehicle and
infrastructure technologies to be demonstrated. Blacksburg has an existing, highly advanced
communications network, energized college town needs, high transit ridership, a compact system
operation, and unparalleled town-community-university cooperation that supports an ideal
environment for a Transit Connected Vehicles pilot testbed.
Developing a strategic vision for the entire ITS program will serve as a strong framework for knowledge
transfer, culture development, interaction with stakeholders and partners, implementation of leading
edge technologies, and establishing project needs for the overall program. This document will serve as a
roadmap for improvements to the BT4U passenger information system. BT also sees the beneﬁt for an
ITS Strategic Plan that follows the systems engineering process to more fully develop programming
level projects from requirements based upon broad operational needs for the entire ITS program.

Branding
Maintaining a successful brand is a strategic eﬀort that involves consistent evaluation and progress.
Visually, the brand is reﬂected through the logo, marketing materials, slogans, and passenger
information components. But beyond the visual aspect, the brand represents a promise to Blacksburg
Transit’s customer base. It is impossible to separate customer service from the brand in the mind of
customers and in conjunction with exceptional service; Blacksburg Transit will use an eﬀective brand
strategy to:
·

Deliver a clear message to the customers of BT
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·
·

Validate the credibility of the BT4U Program
Solidify customer loyalty and conﬁdence in using BT4U

Deﬁning BT4U and BT’s brand will play a huge part in the long-term success of the program, which is
why it is essential to invest in creating a strong, relatable brand. It is important that BT4U delivers a
clear message to its customers regarding the reliability and accuracy of the information it provides,
regardless of back end products and operation.
A successful brand strategy seeks to understand the needs and wants of existing and potential
customers. One way to gain this understanding is to conduct a biennial survey to stay in touch with
changes in user preferences. This is vital information that will aid BT in staying relevant to the changing
needs of its customer base.
With a consistent brand in place, customers associate the exceptional service they receive with the
brand. Building this consistency is done by integrating the same brand strategies throughout BT and the
BT4U program at every point of public contact. One component that could beneﬁt from consistent
branding is the mobile application. The absence of “BT4U” on the mobile application portrays an
inconsistent brand to customers who have used the web application (bt4u.org) where “BT4U” is used
throughout. BT4U is the face of BT and should be portrayed as such across all methods of passenger
information including the mobile application. Although the speciﬁc brand should be embraced within
the mobile application, the visual aesthetics are terriﬁc and should be carried over to the BT4U Classic
and BT4U Live Map web applications. BT would beneﬁt from performing a visual upgrade on these
BT4U components over the next few years.
“BT4U” is well understood by the traveling public in Blacksburg, but internally BT often uses BT4U as a
generic term related to their Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). The BT4U brand should only be
used to refer to the passenger information system rather than each of the ancillary Intelligent
Transportation Systems that support BT4U. This will reduce confusion for internal staﬀ, Town
stakeholders, and supporting organizations.
BT currently uses a marketing strategy that focuses on in-coming freshmen at Virginia Tech at the
beginning of the fall and spring semesters. A higher emphasis is placed on marketing during the fall
semester due to increased exposure at that time. BT also focuses on move-in information packets with
residential managers in the community as a method for reaching existing students. As would be
expected of a college town, traditional methods of advertisement in print media or radio
advertisements have little eﬀect on education of the ridership. BT has seen the most success through
the in-person on-campus campaigns at various events at the beginning of each semester. BT will
continue to use this strategy as a primary means of marketing the BT4U brand. BT will need to continue
to support funding of these marketing activities, as well as the BT4U signing, and related ﬂiers to
support continuous rider education. In addition, feedback from the biennial survey may provide insight
for exploration of additional avenues for marketing the BT4U brand.
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Future Growth
MEDIUM GROWTH PLAN
As mentioned above, the medium growth plan will outline certain areas that BT4U can improve upon as
well as new features that can be added while maintaining the existing level of funding. The following
projects have been identiﬁed as candidates for inclusion in the medium growth plan:
Improve Operational Gains ($$)
Blacksburg Transit already collects a wealth of data using its Intelligent Transportation System (ITS)
program and while BT4U’s goal is to provide the customer with reliable bus information, it also collects
useful data from each of the components. For instance, the BT4U web application can provide BT with
information on how many times particular routes are searched. The mobile application can also provide
origin-destination information if the customer uses the route planning feature. BT can use this data to
perform an optimization analysis that supports optimized routes, schedules, stop locations, bus
assignments, and fuel eﬃciency. It is recommended that BT perform an analysis to document available
data, additional data needed, and perform an analysis to evaluate potential operational gains within
each of these areas. The current Transit Investments for Greenhouse Gas and Energy Reduction
(TIGGER) grant is seeking to reduce fuel consumption and decrease greenhouse gas emissions through
the use of optimized operations and data. BT should continue to utilize projects in each area to improve
operational eﬃciency. These activities would also support a connected vehicle and infrastructure
platform.
Improving Data Reliability and Accuracy ($$$)
The BT4U web application and mobile application are great tools that are frequently used by the
ridership today. Because they are so widely used, it is important that the passenger load information as
well as the GPS location be as accurate as possible to ensure the customers conﬁdence in the system. In
order to reach a desired level of accuracy and reliability BT must set quantiﬁable goals and develop a
plan for reaching those goals. Data reliability is often a function of the communications system, its
reliability and redundancy. It is recommended that data reliability and accuracy be a major topic for the
transit strategic plan and that measurable goals be established for system uptime availability and meantime-between-failures (MTBF). Speciﬁc infrastructure should be identiﬁed to improve the redundancy of
the communications system and thus increase availability and MTBF. A robust and stable
communications foundation is extremely valuable to ensure success for BT4U. And again these
activities would also support a connected vehicle and infrastructure platform.
Aesthetic Improvements to the Web Application ($)
In addition to providing more reliable data, the BT4U web application would beneﬁt from an aesthetic
facelift to match the style of the mobile application. In particular, the BT4U Live Map page could display
both buses and bus stops in a cleaner, more intuitive way (ex. by using bus symbols for buses rather
than for bus stops). While much of this work can be performed in-house by BT staﬀ, it is recommended
that a web graphic designer be consulted to assist with this work. It may be most beneﬁcial to work
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with the BT4U mobile application developer to ensure consistency between applications. Branding of
the Town and Blacksburg Transit and possibly even Virginia Tech in concert with BT4U should be
considered.
Provide Visual Map Displays at Key Locations ($)
As discussed in the Peer Review section of this document, a digital display of real time bus locations has
been implemented at the library at North Carolina State University. BT4U could beneﬁt from the
implementation of a similar large map at a key location, possibly using a touchscreen display. Hightraﬃc candidate locations for a large display include the future Multi-Modal Transit Facility on campus,
Virginia Tech Visitors Center, Squires Student Center, the University Mall, and Gables Shopping Center.
Digital transit displays throughout Arlington, Virginia, a high transit use community area widely used and
respected. It is recommended that BT pilot a touchscreen display at a single location to evaluate
customer preferences and maintenance requirements.
Smaller visual displays in restaurants near campus could also beneﬁt potential ridership by
communicating the current locations of buses in an easily accessible way. BT has collaborated with
Industry Weapon to develop a usable interface and could continue to do so for the installation,
conﬁguration, and maintenance of the digital signs in local establishments. Total costs would include
initial installation costs and ongoing operational fees. BT4U could share content with the establishment
to oﬀset costs, so that the display would show menu or special event information rather than passenger
information for a portion of the time. Again, it is recommended that BT pilot a display at a single
location to evaluate customer preference and maintenance requirements.

HIGH GROWTH PLAN
An expansion in available funds would provide BT4U with the option of a High Growth Plan. The
following possibilities have been proposed for future growth as the funding sources described in the
next section become accessible:
Establish a Park-and-Ride System ($$$)
Currently Virginia Tech runs 15-20 commuter vans for employees. A park-and-ride system could be
implemented in addition to or instead of the vans for commuters coming to the Blacksburg area from
Roanoke, Christiansburg, and Radford, whether they work at Virginia Tech or elsewhere in the
community. If deemed a signiﬁcant need by the commuters of the community, BT could collaborate
with the New River Valley Planning District Commission about the establishment of a local park-and-ride
system, including land acquisition, parking lot and bus stop construction, and maintenance of the
facility. Partnering with Virginia Tech in the longer term to capture cars near campus and shuttle to
students to the campus core should be considered. These activities would also support a connected
vehicle and infrastructure platform.
Improve Local Signal Timing ($$)
The Town of Blacksburg and BT could work together to invest in improvements to the current signal
timing system in place for the Blacksburg road network. These upgrades will result in more eﬃcient bus
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routes and reduction in travel time delay for the passengers using BT4U. It is recommended that this
analysis be performed in conjunction with route optimization as discussed under the previous
operational gains section. These activities would also support a connected vehicle and infrastructure
platform.
Establish Transit Signal Priority ($$)
Once the local signal timing is optimized, Transit Signal Priority (TSP) would be a beneﬁcial option to
increase the operational eﬃciency of BT. TSP consists of a bus detection system, a priority request
generator, priority control software, and software for system management, data collection, and report
generation. Assuming a certain average occupancy of a passenger car like 1.2 passengers, TSP can give
weighted priority at a signal to a bus based on either its occupancy or simply an average capacity. These
activities would also support a connected vehicle and infrastructure platform.
Evaluate Connected Vehicle Opportunities ($$$)
As discussed previously, research grants could provide BT staﬀ with the opportunity to pilot connected
vehicle and Integrated Trip Management projects. Collaboration with the Research and Innovative
Technology Administration, VTTI, and research teams at places like the University of Minnesota Duluth
and the University of Michigan could lead to exciting long-term growth strategies for connected
vehicles in the context of the Town of Blacksburg and the Virginia Tech campus.
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GROWTH PLAN EVALUATION
The projects discussed in the medium and high growth plans have been evaluated according to ridership value, operational eﬃciency,
maintenance eﬃciency, and project cost. In addition, they have been prioritized based on value to the BT4U program as a whole. The table
below provides a high-level evaluation of each project.

Medium Growth Plan
Priori za on

Project

Project
Cost

Maintenance
Eﬃciency

Opera onal
Eﬃciency

Ridership
Value

Es mated
Schedule

1
2
3
4

Aesthe c Improvements to the Web Applica on
Provide Visual Map Displays at Key Loca ons
Improve Opera onal Gains
Improving Data Reliability and Accuracy

$
$
$$
$$$

l
l
£
£

l
¥
£
£

£
£
£
£

3-6 months
3-6 months
12-24 months
12-24 months

High Growth Plan
Priori za on

Project

Project
Cost

Maintenance
Eﬃciency

Opera onal
Eﬃciency

Ridership
Value

Es mated
Schedule

1
2
4
3

Evaluate Connected Vehicle Opportuni es
Improve Local Signal Timing
Establish Transit Signal Priority
Evaluate a Park-and-Ride System

$$$
$$
$$
$$$

£
l
l
l

£
£
£
£

¥
¥
¥
£

12-24 months
3-6 months
6-12 months
12-24 months

Legend
$$$
$$
$

High Cost
Moderate Cost
Low Cost

£
¥
l

High Impact
Moderate Impact
No Impact
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Funding Sources
There are a number of potential funding sources available to the Town for expanding BT4U. These
funding sources come from a mix of federal and state sources.
The Federal Transit Administration manages $10 billion in funding on an annual basis. BT4U has a
distinct advantage of being at the leading edge of transit technology which positions it well for research
related funding. The Federal Transit Administration supports ﬁve priority areas for research initiatives
which are: Environmental Sustainability, Livable and Sustainable Communities, Safety, State of Good
Repair and Bus Rapid Transit. Of these ﬁve areas, Environmental Sustainability, Safety, and State of
Good Repair are three areas which BT4U is well positioned to leverage research funding. BT4U may
pursue funding through the National Research & Technology Program (5312). This program is open to
public transportation systems and universities and is eligible to demonstration and deployment
projects.
The Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT) administers state and federal public
transportation grants. DRPT currently administers eight state aid grant programs and seven federal aid
grant programs. Of the eight programs that DPRT administers the following programs are the most
applicable to technology deployments for BT4U:
·
·
·

Capital Assistance
o Supports costs borne by eligible recipients for public transportation capital projects
Demonstration Project Assistance
o Supports innovative investments in all functional areas of public transportation
Transportation Management Project Assistance
o Supports Transportation Demand Management projects and programs that
encourage the reduction of single occupant vehicle travel

Of the seven federal aid grant programs that DRPT administers the following programs are the most
applicable to future technology deployments for BT4U:
·
·

FTA Section 5307 – Small Urban Areas Program
o Supports operating and capital costs of transit operators in small urban areas
FTA Section 5310 – Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities
o Supports the purchase of vehicles and equipment

Innovative funding approaches may also be facilitated through marketing associated with the BT4U
app. Real time mapping providers such as Waze and MapQuest have been providing location based
advertisements with real time pricing and coupons which BT4U could leverage through their map based
features of the BT4U app.
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